
From: [section 40(2) – FOIA] 
Sent: 17 January 2010 12:22 
To: [section 40(2) – FOIA] 
Cc: [section 40(2) – FOIA] 
Subject: CC/Nursey/AA Stakeholder2 Meeting Notes 
PARKING: 90 parking spaces - AA currently approx 20, nursery has 3. Speak 
to Library 
 
 
Hydropool - PCT not going to use, CC will use and discussions around 
leasing out for community, etc. Must have, can't challenge business case.  
 
 
CC/Nursery 
 
2 - Secretary office 
HT and DHT 
Coordinator 
5 staff 
Adding an office.  
 
Preschool teacher, area senco's (have office space here) - a base at BP. 9FT 
- preschool teachers have a space 1.5 size of bert and they hotdesk. Need a 
place for phone and toy cupboard.  
Poss - plant shifting. Although no windows.  
Upstairs use as dedicated office - okay! 
Will need some storage, toy library.   
 
CS facility Reception = new post. Strong reception will be important. 
Conversation around FM - [section 40(2) – FOIA] explained legal situation, 
hopefully more info/details to come 
 
CC HT office too far away - can it be closer. Storage being far it difficult.  
 
Midwife input happening in health space.   
 
School for parents - need plinths and hoists. 10-12 1 session school for 
parents, 1:30 to 3:00.  
 

Currently there is a session from 9.30-12 on a Wednesday, one from 1.0-3.0 
on a Thursday and from 10-2 on a Friday for specialist parenting courses for 
autism and cerebral palsy.  

Shared meeting room - how do you see it. Proper meeting room or flexible space for 
community, early bird classes, etc.  

 

Storage area on side of the shared meeting, space. Three sessions outlined could 
happen in shared room 

 



Shared use Dining space for 30/40. ?? AA can use their classroom, younger kids can 
use their classroom. Need to think through for older nursery kids. Poss to have 
conversation with school - cd/jg to investigate 

 

Hydro pool - security aspect. Completely separate access. Move to office side rather 
than cc side.  

 

Sick people/throughput raised, briefly discussed as an issue.  

 

Storage - cupboards with doors next toilets on aa.  

 
Floor to desk high wall and above that glazed windows to allow for storage of 
things against walls.  
 
Overall everyone seemed pleased with drawings and progress.   
 

[section 40(2) – FOIA] 
Project Manager, Major Projects 
Commercial Directorate 
London Borough of Barnet, North London Business Park, Oakleigh Road South, London N11 
1NP 
Tel: [section 40(2) – FOIA] 
Mobile: [section 40(2) – FOIA] 
Barnet Online: www.barnet.gov.uk 

please consider the environment - do you really need to print this email? 

 
 


